HS. We, as a practice, have an approach that is very much based on a reaction to the fact that people and public life are generally not taken into account when planning cities. Today, planners and architects have developed an expertise with a focus on the physical aspect of our environment, as well as the economic and environmental aspects, but very often life, and you could actually say essentially the client, understood as the people living in the cities, comes as an afterthought. So, the ways in which planning institutions have often approached cities haven't adequately taken fundamental social factors into account. I think that this is important because we are at a paradigm shift in planning right now; there are so many changes happening in our environment and society that we now need to deal with as designers. There is a climate crisis, we have just seen that President Trump has taken the United States of America out of the Paris agreement. Yet, we undoubtedly have serious climate issues that we need to deal with. We also have a transportation issue, where the number of trips taken in our urban areas is growing and growing. On top of this, we have issues with terrorism and growing insecurity in cities. The number and complexity of crises or risks are growing in our society and there are so many things that we need to address and deal with. If we do not consider the social issues when planning for our future, I think we are going to face a real risk of social cry-out or social unrest in many of our cities. We need to engage with people in the design process and consider the public-life aspects when planning. That is why I think it is so critical and so important to engage people; it's not something that we can do as an afterthought. The situation is becoming critical for us as a society and I think this is something that we need to understand as planners, as architects, as landscape architects and in fact within the design field as a whole. We also need to be better at building bridges, so to speak, with experts in other fields, for example social scientists. Moreover, we need to find ways of addressing this at the highest political level. When we work in cities we often find ourselves crossing various levels of scale in terms of political management, strategies and
HS. I think that more people understand these issues now than when I started Gehl 17 years ago, so I do think we are building up a movement of awareness. This is not only because there are more and more architects and planners that are speaking up about people; but it's also because more and more cities understand that the traditional way of planning is no longer possible. We cannot masterplan cities in the same way as we did in the past, when we could draw a plan, then we could just implement that plan and the world would be the same 10 years later. It's not that easy anymore. Planning has become a matter of managing cities more strategically and rather than having a masterplan, we need to think about a framework within a paradigm that can allow more flexibility, then we can easily adapt to the changes that are happening. So, in that sense I do feel that more and more people understand that in order to make cities resilient, we need to include a people perspective in it. When we boil it down, resilience and adaptation are essentially about human nature and human behaviour; we as humans can adapt to the various changes that are happening to our physical environment. The people perspective and the behavioural aspect need to be part of the way we plan and design our cities moving forward. When we look at high level research institutions or even at the European commission and other greater organisations that are working with a more overriding systemic change, we can see that even those types of institutions are starting to realise that they can only evolve by understanding human nature and behavioural changes, and this realisation is positively impacting our field. I think public realm implementers, planners and architects are becoming part of that overall trend and leading change. LB. Yes and this is also the introduction to question 3 related to the film "Life Between Buildings", did you show the same exhibition and film anywhere else apart from at the Venice Biennale and the Louisiana Museum of Modern Art? HS. We have also shown the "Life Between Buildings" big circle exhibition at IKEA's museum in Sweden. With this exhibition, we wanted to create a space and a feeling that was more dynamic instead of just watching panels or looking at models from a certain distance. We wanted to create a feeling of being surrounded and engaged in a new way, whilst at the same time building a classic form such as the circle. HS. When we talk about public life I think it's about a movement but it's also about activities. It's about understanding both very specific needs in a specific context, but it can also be a route to explaining some of the more shared biological needs that people have. I think that Jan Gehl has always been good at addressing some of those behavioural aspects that we all share and that human nature seems to be very fond of things that are easy: things that are very direct, everything that feels safe, things that are attentive to our senses, that we can smell, hear and touch and those are things that we share regardless of which culture we are in. I think that's one very important aspect to think about in relation to public life but then there are of course all the culturally specific elements that differ but are still related. When we studied public life in America a lot of people understood it as related to social rights, equity, and possibilities for accessing various assets in the city and I think those aspects are culturally different in various parts of the world. When we work in South America and the Global South, safety is a very important aspect, as is equity and transparency, so it is evident that these kinds of values also relate to public life: if you can access knowledge about your own neighbourhood and community and what is going on in the city, that very quickly leads to participation and engagement. So, all of these elements, aspects and themes are the types of values which I would consider as being widely fundamental within the realm of public life and as such also for a people-first focus on design. LB. Indeed, we could agree on some general principles related to public space but the main effort is to put all those principles into practice when we design and when we work with public policy makers and people and citizens. I think one of the most difficult things to develop is to establish a common language for all, we need to talk the same language and have the same aims and general understanding and consensus of what that specific space could become. There is a lot of theoretical knowledge on public space but we now need to take action. This need was clearly stated at the UN Habitat III conference in Quito last year, the fact that now we need to start to take action on what we have learnt from study, best practice scenarios and theory. But for those who are actually planning cities and working on public space how can they successfully put this theoretical knowledge into practice? HS. Well we try in our office to develop some super easy methods that we can promote and that everyone can share; we often refer to our methodology as Life, Space, Buildings and we try to promote that in Italy or in Australia, or wherever. Any project you would undertake in a city has to consider these elements in this order: Life, Space, Buildings. There are often a lot of things that are not addressed in the scope of the project, for example: what the building is supposed to give back to the city, who is going to use it, how are people supposed to arrive there, what kind of activities are going to take place there and so forth. It is probably easy to understand, I think, and easy to say but it's not always easy to implement, as you said. But we try to summarise a complete holistic approach to design in Life, Space, Buildings. Often there is too much focus on the buildings or alternatively on transport, space comes afterwards when you start looking at the configuration of buildings and the public life component is something that you might not even consider before it's too late and then it becomes an afterthought. So, trying to revert that traditional process of considering buildings and then spaces and then perhaps no life we say instead; life first, then spaces and then buildings. We try to look at how the city could do this from a city management perspective and not only a design perspective and we try to promote a more iterative process that we often refer to as Measure, Test, Refine. It's about cities testing, doing things in the public realm and engaging people around real projects instead of asking people to turn up to meetings and imagine what is possible. You can do an experiment in a city, close a street for traffic for a weekend and see what happens. Close Broadway for traffic and see what types of activities take place, go out and measure, speak with people, interview them, and then try to measure the impact the intervention has on: traffic, the climate, Co2 reductions, the economy, social relations between people and social mixing across various cultures within society and so forth. If you can see what's happening you can make people visible in that decision-making process, then you can go back and revisit your design, make it better and scale up the paths that work well and then perhaps it becomes a city wide programme. That was exactly what we did in New York, Sao Paolo, Denver and many other places. Conducting this more intuitive process-orientated approach to development by testing and engaging with people through their physical environments and their neighbourhoods and the communities they're in, allowing them, to vote with their feet instead of traditionally only being able to express their opinion by either demonstrating or participating in a traditional public event.
Figure 2 (right
© Queensland University of Technology LB. I'm living in Bologna and they recently did exactly what you just said, they now close the main streets at weekends and they have a renewed commitment to this idea of engaging citizens back in the city centre. We are doing something that somehow matches your approach, but I think that there is still something missing. When you talk about public space, there are many different stakeholders and parties involved because it's not just about urban planning, you also have traffic and the environment for example. So you have different people working on the same subject and if you're lucky they all agree on the same vision but if you're not, maybe one side is just promoting cycling as one of the main issues for the city and another is suggesting closing the streets for the weekend or for specific periods. The problem is that often those projects are running alongside one another rather than being intertwined to create a common comprehensive effort to change the city to accommodate people's needs. That's why I was saying before that we have a lot of knowledge but we need to work together to get the best results and outcomes for citizens in the city. HS. Yes and that's where finding ways to break down some of these traditional silos that we have built up in cities is incredibly important, because the public realm is where everything comes together and we can't make a complete design or implement complete processes with transport while looking exclusively at the traffic lanes -the landscape department only considering trees and the planning, water management, the cultural and health departments focusing only on their specific areas -that kind of blinkered approach is detrimental to the whole system. That is dissecting the public realm and that's not how people experience it, they experience it as a complete environment and space; we need to find ways to accommodate a matrix collaboration around these issues and I think what you bring up Luisa is also very closely related to political leadership because I think we
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© Queensland University of Technology need new skills in the city. Earlier we had project managers that were checking that projects were implemented to the agreed budget and to the agreed time but that's not sufficient anymore. We need facilitators in the city who can facilitate a process, who understand engagement and who can balance these various views from the various departments involved as well as from the diverse users and stakeholders. Then we need strategic decision-making and bold leaders who can learn from the implementation of these experiments and these projects, leaders who can learn how to take positions based on the acceleration of risks and problems that the city has. That's why I think we need to work differently with planning: it cannot be a fixed masterplan idea, we need to develop more strategic frameworks for cities where the people aspect is as equally important as the environmental, transportation, and densification aspects of the plan. We need a framework that both allows and enables our political decision makers to make the right and most sensible decisions at any given time. So, it is basically different people skills, decision makers are people too and we need to train them to see the different issues holistically. In relation to almost any project that we have in this office, we spend a lot of time changing people's minds or bringing the politicians or decision-makers and managers along, in order to give them new tools to look at these issues in a more holistic way.
We have three values in our company, the first one is a very funny value, it is called the Viking principle. There was no captain on the old Viking boats because everybody was rowing and I often use that metaphor to talk about our company here. I might be the founding partner and manager but I'm part of the rowing too, I work too and we also need cities to think about this idea: all the decision-makers are people too and we need to think about them as equally importantly engaged in all processes. Then we also have a second value in that we call ourselves pragmatic idealists, because as you mentioned Luisa, the world is never black and white and we will never get anything done if we sit as idealists and experts up in our ivory towers, looking down at the world and thinking that we know better that the rest of them. We will never achieve anything with a change of mindset and a change of paradigm if we don't get our hands dirty. So, we all need to let loose a little bit in a new way of planning and a new way of working. We need to let go and not plan so much, to trust citizens to make good decisions and to take co-decisions. Politicians need to get out of their ivory towers and trust meeting with citizens to make better decisions.
So we often use that term, pragmatic idealists, in order to make sure that we can get things done. HS. It's very different. In Europe historically we have very strong planning departments, we have stronger municipal governments, we have a history of investing in the public realm and we are very proud of the public realm. You come from Italy so you know all about the pride around the civic public spaces that we have, it is definitely a proud part of our institution and cities. That's not the case in the US, we have to constantly argue why the public realm matters and why the cities need to invest in it. The cities in the US are not strong in the same way as they are in Europe, they're not financially strong either, basically in American society it's the individual before the collective and that's why a lot of our work is sponsored by foundations. A large part of the portfolio of our work consists of collaborations between city governments and private investors or organisations like business improvement districts or foundations that want to advocate for improvement in design processes, a more equitable society or a better environment for example and we have learnt an incredible amount through working in this way through more collaborative processes. In Europe, traditionally we have one client, we have the city as the client or we are working for a private developer for example. But in the US we are being challenged by often having two, three or four clients, so the effort is shared in that sense. It sometimes does make the actual physical changes on the ground more difficult and it does sometimes make it slower but on the other hand it is building a movement because more people are participating and that in turn has actually made us start a new initiative. So first we opened up the two new offices in the US and then last year we started the Gehl Institute, which is a completely separate non-profit organisation with independent management and an independent board, with the focus of building a public life movement. It is now aiming to build a new mode of practice around public space, one that is evidence based and relies on different research findings as well as on best practice scenarios of building cities for people. So now our mission is to essentially create a new practice; the mission of the institute is to impact policy making and enabling this global movement of building a new way of approaching planning and design, where public life becomes the one component that is not missing. Gehl Institute is doing this through new types of research, through advocacy work and learning activities like seminars, master classes, study trips and so forth. It's a very young and new organisation and it's very small, we still have less than 5 staff. However, it's exciting to see how we are now gaining a huge amount of interest from the health sector and we have a collaboration with the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, one of the largest in the US. They are interested in public life but from a health perspective. We are also getting a huge amount of interest from Knight Foundation that is leading initiatives in the states on social equity; they want to better understand how the public realm is actually supporting social mixing of people across various income levels and income groups within society. So it's exciting that in the 17 years since starting the company, I think we have been successful in terms of impacting the field of planning and the field of design. But our ambition now with Gehl Institute is to see whether we can impact other fields and other practices like social justice, the health sector and the environmental sector and so forth, 
LB.
So the last question is related to global challenges, evolving societies and conflicts. Actually that's why I mentioned the Global South because although in our westernoriented mainstream of knowledge, it's true that migration is changing the face of our societies and conflicts and terrorism are now affecting safe western contexts. In other contexts such as the Middle East, where I have been working, conflicts are and have been for a long time ever-present in public space. So the last question is, with these current challenges in mind, what would you like your legacy to be for future generations in terms of a global approach to public space? Because it is already being pointed out that in the future those challenges which we in the West perceive as somewhat far away will in the very near future be more significantly affecting our urban contexts too. HS. Well I think when we look to the future we can be sure of one thing and that is that everything will change. The one thing that has changed very slowly through thousands of years is mankind, is people. I think we need to find ways of understanding how we can bridge the ever-changing and more and more dynamic world around us with the fragile human being in the centre of all of that. I often hear that "oh technology is going to save us all" but I'm not so sure about that. There are already some signs that technology is going to create an awful lot more problems for us when it comes to autonomous vehicles for example; we can see Uber and Lyft in the USA is already creating more rather than less traffic, it's causing people to use private vehicles instead of public transport. We see freight in cities exploding and so forth. I think we need to understand and find a way for people to be at the centre of decision-making and planning. My wish for the future of the Global South is that we could leapfrog, I wish that we didn't have to make all the same mistakes in those developing countries but learn from all the mistakes we've made in western countries and learn from those in order to do better. And I worry when I see the building of humongous highways and flyovers in Bangladesh and Jakarta and other places, as a way of ensuring better mobility, because that is a way of repeating the mistakes of the past rather than actually leapfrogging and finding ways for technology to support shared trips in a smart way. I think we, as a field and as a professional practice, need to think seriously about how we can jump and achieve that leapfrog so that we are not repeating the mistakes of the western countries in the Global South. We don't have the time, we don't have the money or the spatial resources, we don't have the space to go through the same phases as we went through in the Sixties, Seventies and Eighties, we need to find new ways. So that's kind of back to where we started I guess, that's why this is important and urgent. That would be my wish for the future and for our professional field. LB. I agree, but it's very difficult, we have to work a lot, but all together.
